
 

 

1306 Concourse Drive, Suite 500 | Linthicum, MD 21090 
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Technical Memorandum 

To: Paul Agnello, FAMPO Administrator 

From: Michael Baker International 

Date: November 15, 2018 

Re: Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (FAMPO) 

Evaluation of Regional Travel Demand Model 

 

Background and Objective 
The Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) released version 5 of the FAMPO regional travel 

demand model in July 2018.  This model release represents a substantial upgrade compared with the 

previous version 3.1 model.  Michael Baker International (MBI) was asked to review the version 5 model 

to verify it operates as documented, performs in accordance with VDOT standards; and determine what, 

if any, needs there are for future updates of the travel model. 

Current FAMPO Modeling Process 
The FAMPO model (version 5) represents an advanced practice four-step forecasting model to support air 

quality analysis and project planning in the FAMPO Region.  MBI gathered available files, data, and 

documentation describing the FAMPO model.  Files and data describing the travel model were obtained 

from the VDOT and directly from FAMPO.  Documentation was obtained includes the following: 

• “Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organization, Regional Travel Demand Model V5 

Draft Report”, July 2018. 

• “Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organization, Regional Travel Demand Model V5 

User Guide”, July 2018. 

MODEL STRUCTURE/PROCEDURES 

MBI has acquired all FAMPO travel model files and available documentation and below summarizes the 

model structure, modeling procedures, software, and data flows associated with the model.  The FAMPO 

travel model estimates automobile (single-occupant, carpool, and slugging) and truck trips to the highway 

network and local bus (FRED) and commuter rail (VRE) trips to the transit network producing time-of-day 

estimates of average weekday travel in the FAMPO region.  Travel estimation for the six jurisdiction 
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FAMPO travel model region is based on a “four-step”, trip-based, transportation model formulation 

developed by using CUBE/Voyager as the development platform1.  The four steps include trip generation, 

trip distribution, mode choice and trip assignment.  Time-of-day estimation in the FAMPO model 

manifests itself through two (2) separate components for passenger vehicles and light trucks: one for 

“peak” and one for “off-peak” travel – determining trip distribution and mode choice.  Each component 

has an independent feedback loop.  Highway trip assignment is further divided into two (2) periods for 

the peak component, 5-9AM and 3-6PM; and two (2) periods for the off-peak component, 9AM-3PM and 

6PM-5AM.  A separate three-step model estimates heavy trucks using the same time-of-day partitioning 

as the previously described passenger vehicle and light truck model.  Figure 1 below illustrates the 

relationship between these steps and the associated data flows.   

The FAMPO travel model provides estimates for 2015 and 2045 based on 2015 household and 

employment data and 2045 land use forecasts provided by FAMPO.  The model was validated to 2015 

data.  The CUBE Catalog and Application environment facilitates model execution and maintenance.  A 

brief overview of the modeling process follows.  Reference documentation cited above provide a more in-

depth discussion. 

Trip generation estimates person trip productions and attractions for six (6) travel purposes: home-based 

work (HBW), home-based shopping (HBS), home-based social/recreation (HBSR), home-based other 

(HBO), non-home-based work (NHBW), and non-home-based other (NHBO).  These purposes are then 

combined into four (4) purposes moving forward to the next steps in the model: HBW, HBS, HBO 

(HBO+HBSR), and NHB (NHBW+NHBO)2.  The person trip productions are estimated by applying household 

trip rates to the number of households in a traffic analysis zone (TAZ) stratified by household size and auto 

ownership.  Person trip attractions are estimated based on a linear relationship which is a function of 

population, employment (retail, non-retail) and number of households in a TAZ. The magnitude of truck 

trips is estimated separately and are based on a linear relationship which is a function of employment 

(industrial, retail, office) and number of households in a TAZ.  Factoring by area type yields daily truck 

productions and attractions.   Generated productions and attractions for persons and trucks are then 

separated into “peak” and “off-peak” for input into the two separate time-of-day components of the 

model.  Trips estimated in this step represent travel internal to the FAMPO region as well as internal-to-

external and external-to-internal travel. 

                                                           
1 Citilabs software, version 6.4.2. 
2 NHB trips estimated in this step will serve as a control total for NHB trip generation and distribution in a 
subsequent step after mode choice. 
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Figure 1: FAMPO version 5 Modeling Process 
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 The trip distribution step employs gravity models calibrated to distribute HBW, HBS, and HBO person 

trips and truck trips by time-of-day.  Impedances used by the gravity models are a weighted sum of 

highway travel time and tolls to reflect out of-pocket trip cost.  Travel time includes running time, terminal 

time, and penalties for major river crossings.  A speed feedback process updates the time component of 

impedance based on the change in travel speeds in response to congestion, as a result of highway trip 

assignment towards the end of the modeling process.  Each person trip purpose and trucks use separate 

gravity models to distribute trips. 

Two separate nested logit models determine mode choice for HBW and non-work trips (HBS and HBO) for 

the available auto and transit modes of travel.  A “local model choice model” determines mode selection 

for HBW, HBS, and HBO trips internal to the FAMPO region.  A “commuter mode choice model” 

determines mode selection for internal-to-external travel for work and non-work trips.  Both models 

estimate three levels of auto occupancy (drive alone, two-person carpools, three plus-person carpools) 

and walk-to-transit trips.  The commuter model also estimates “slugging” as an auto sub-mode and 

includes drive-to-transit trips.  There are separate models for the peak and off-peak time periods.   

The impedances of competing highway and transit services and household automobile ownership 

determine the mode shares for any given TAZ-to-TAZ volume of person trips.  Four (4) travel impedance 

components for the transit modes provide input to the mode choice model.  These are run time (total in-

vehicle time), "excess" time (total out-of-vehicle time), number of transfers, and walk time.  These 

components are weighted based on parameters used in the previous version of the FAMPO model and 

are consistent with FTA national experience.  The impedances are based on restrained highway travel 

times and available transit service for the respective times-of-day.  Calculation of “best path” transit 

impedances for the local mode choice model include walk-to-FRED local bus for both peak and off-peak 

periods; and for the commuter mode choice model, walk-to-VRE commuter and drive-to-VRE commuter 

transit for the peak period. 

The FAMPO model process also features a NHB processing step that addresses NHB trip generation and 

distribution step that occurs post-mode choice.  This step generates NHB productions/attractions as a 

function of the number home-based trips attracted to each zone by mode.  The next part of this step 

scales these productions/attractions based on a zonal accessibility measure and the number of NHB trips 

originally estimated from NHTS data in the first step of the modeling process.  A gravity model distributes 

the scaled NHB productions/attractions by time period. 

 An estimate of through trips (vehicle trips with both ends outside the region) is the final component of 

trips needed for the regional trip matrices.  The FAMPO model uses a synthesized external-external trip 

table.  The trip table was developed based on external station volumes and identification and regional 

through movements based on GPS origin/destination data3. 

                                                           
3 Streetlight Data. 
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Highway trip assignment assigns vehicle trips to the highway networks with a multi-iteration user-

equilibrium assignment process which includes capacity restraint4 after each iteration.    The highway 

assignment procedure is multi-class and is sensitive to the presence of high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) 

facilities in the highway network and permits only HOV trips to use HOV facilities.  The impedances used 

for capacity restraint are highway-based costs, specifically the sum of highway travel time5 and tolls.  The 

assignment procedure accommodates different toll values for autos and trucks, and accounts for their 

different values-of-time.  Trucks and passenger vehicles are assigned together.  The highway assignment 

procedure provides time-of-day roadway volume estimates for AM peak (5-9AM), Midday (9AM-3PM), 

PM peak (3PM-6PM), and Night (6PM-5AM). 

Transit assignment uses output from the mode choice models in the last feedback iteration to assign trips 

to peak and off-peak periods.  The local transit assignments include walk-to-transit for peak and off-peak 

time periods.  Commuter transit assignments include walk-to-transit and drive-to-transit in the peak 

period. 

Free-flow highway speeds and link capacities are selected from a look-up table that is stratified by 

roadway facility type and area type.    In general, free-flow speed and capacity decreases with increasing 

development density.  There is an area type model that provides an automated procedure for updating 

area type codes in the network based on changes in existing and future development densities. 

Review of Model Performance 
The MBI team executed the model sets received from VDOT based on the request submitted in July 2018.    

MBI reviewed the static validation of the FAMPO version 5 and 3.1 models.   In addition to the review of 

static validation, MBI conducted dynamic validation and sensitivity testing of the version 5 and 3.1 models 

using two (2) test cases. 

STATIC VALIDATION 

MBI verified the documented static highway assignment performance of the 2015 model set as detailed 

in “Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organization, Regional Travel Demand Model V5 Draft 

Report” (July 2018).  Tables 1 through 3 below compare the version 3.1 and version 5 model performance.  

The tables also compare performance as reported with results calculated from the executed model set 

received from VDOT for the version 5 model.  Validation reflects daily model estimated volumes as 

compared to counts for the entire modeled region. 

 

                                                           
4 Conical functions by facility type based on research by the Virginia Modeling, Analysis and Simulation Center. 
5 Travel times are factored to perceived travel times in the model validation process to account for reliability in 
toll/route choice. 
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Table 1: Model Validation Comparison by Volume Group 

Roadway 
Volume Range 

Root Mean Square Error (%) Volume-to-Count Ratio 

v 3.1 
v 5 

v 3.1 
v 5 

Reported Calculated Reported Calculated 

1 - 5,000 53.27 83.81 83.81 1.12 1.28 1.28 

5,000 - 10,000 25.67 32.47 32.47 1.11 0.98 0.98 

10,000 - 20,000 26.50 25.48 25.48 1.06 1.00 1.00 

20,000 - 30,000 13.80 19.46 19.46 0.96 0.83 0.83 

30,000 - 40,000 8.03 10.95 10.95 1.06 1.11 1.11 

40,000 - 50,000 10.47 5.59 5.59 1.07 1.01 1.01 

50,000 - 60,000 14.83 8.40 8.40 0.90 0.92 0.92 

60,000 - 70,000 14.12 5.00 5.00 1.11 1.03 1.03 

70,000 - 80,000 11.62 2.24 2.24 0.92 1.00 1.00 

All 32.56 30.84 30.84 1.07 1.03 1.03 

 

Table 2: Model Validation Comparison by Facility Type 

Facility Type 

Root Mean Square Error (%) Volume-to-Count Ratio 

v 3.1 
v 5 

v 3.1 
v 5 

Reported* Calculated Reported* Calculated 

Interstate            10.57  7.88 5.04              1.03  1.03 1.02 

Principal Art            21.84  9.02 8.28              1.09  0.99 1.00 

Major Art            33.26  38.80 31.67              1.13  1.04 1.01 

Minor Art                   -    34.43 33.32                  -    1.04 0.96 

Major Collector            49.96  87.99 68.6              1.00  1.25 1.17 

Minor Collector                   -    61.74 57.99                  -    0.90 0.88 

All 32.56 31.03 30.84              1.07  1.06 1.03 
*Count and model VMT reported 

Table 3: Model Validation Comparison by Area Type 

Area Type 

Root Mean Square Error (%) Volume-to-Count Ratio 

v 3.1 
v 5 

v 3.1 
v 5 

Reported* Calculated Reported* Calculated 

CBD            50.35  50.68 50.52              1.27  1.09 1.03 

OBD                   -    32.51 28.14                  -    1.02 0.98 

Urban            27.01  11.33 15.9              1.06  0.99 0.97 

Sub Urban            30.00  27.54 27.33              1.02  1.07 1.07 

Rural            28.76  50.65 36.49              1.11  1.12 1.13 

All            32.56  31.03 30.84              1.07  1.06 1.03 
*Count and model VMT reported 
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Table 1 shows that the results calculated from the 2015 model set received from VDOT identically match 

highway assignment validation results documented for the version 5 model.  A direct comparison of 

reported vs. calculated model performance by facility and area type for the version 5 model is not possible 

since reported performance values are based on observed and estimated vehicle-miles traveled instead 

of counts and estimated volumes (Tables 2 and 3). 

Tables 1 through 3 show that the accuracy of the version 5 model over the entire FAMPO region in 

matching observed daily volumes is generally better than version 3.1.  There is improved validation on 

roadways carrying greater than 40,000 vehicles per day and in dense/urban areas of the FAMPO region.  

This improvement translates to greater accuracy in the I-95, US 1, and US 17 corridors.  Route 3 corridor 

accuracy is approximately the same for both models.  Table 4 below compares daily performance of the 

models on these routes. 

Table 4: Model Validation Comparison by Major Roadway 

Roadway Extents 

Root Mean Square 
Error (%) 

Volume-to-Count 
Ratio 

v 3.1 v 5 v 3.1 v 5 

I-95 Exit 126 to north of Exit 143 12.17 7.78 0.97 0.96 

US 1 Caroline County to Prince William County 37.33 32.56 0.81 1.04 

US 17 Winterberry Dr. to Banks Ford Pkwy. 35.98 18.46 1.35 1.12 

SR3 Lafayette Blvd. to I-95 23.34 21.09 1.12 0.81 

 

At the location of the study area used in the previous I-95 Phase II Highway Study, daily accuracy of the 

version 5 model is better as compared with version 3.1 (Table 5).  Note the significant improvement for 

interstates (I-95).  Figure 2 below shows the I-95 Phase II Highway study area. 

Table 5: Model Validation Comparison in the I-95 Study Area 

Facility Type 
Root Mean Square Error (%) Volume-to-Count Ratio 

v 3.1 v 5 v 3.1 v 5 

Interstate            13.77               2.89               1.04                 0.99  

Principal Art            23.01                    -                 1.11                      -    

Major Art            24.07             27.77               1.15                 1.00  

Minor Art                   -               27.35                   -                   0.83  

Major Collector            29.52             44.83               1.05                 0.90  

Minor Collector                   -                      -                     -                        -    

All 23.86            19.14               1.09                 0.96  
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Figure 2: I-95 Phase II Highway Study Area 

 

 

 

Figure 3 below shows, for the version 5 model, a close correlation between model estimates and observed 

volumes on I-95 for most of the study area.  The exception is between Exit 126 and Exist 130 where the 

model underestimates volumes by 8%.  Assignment accuracy is not as good on US1.  On US1 the model 

overestimates volumes from Exit 130 to Exit 136 by as much as 45% and underestimates volumes south 

of Exit 126 by 25%. 
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Figure 3: Accuracy of Version 5 Roadway Segment Assignments for I-95 and US1 

 

 

MBI also compared the regional highway assignment performance of the model versions with guidelines 

specified in the VTM Policies and Procedures Manual (version 2.0).  Figure 4 below indicates that highway 

assignment accuracy for both versions is within VTM guidelines.  The version 3.1 model tends to under-

estimate travel on higher volume roadways and over-estimate travel in dense/urban areas.  The version 

5 model corrects this, but; at the expense of accuracy on lower volume facilities and roadways in suburban 

and rural areas. 
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Figure 4: Accuracy of Regional Daily Roadway Segment Assignments 

 

 

A combination of 15 screenlines, cut lines, and cordon lines, reported by the FAMPO version 5 model, 

measure travel flows throughout the region.6  Figures 5 through 7 below shows their locations in the 

model network.  Figure 8 below shows the accuracy of estimated daily assigned volumes vs. observed 

volumes for the individual screen line, cut line, and cordon line locations.   

 

 

 

                                                           
6 Note that these screen lines, cut lines, and cordon lines differ in definition from those reported in “Fredericksburg 
Area Metropolitan Planning Organization, Regional Travel Demand Model V5 Draft Report”, July 2018. 
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Figure 5 
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Figure 6 
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Figure 7 
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Figure 8: Accuracy of Daily Screenline, Cut Line, and Cordon Line Assignments 

 

All locations meet NCHRP 2557 criteria for volume deviation and the majority of locations meet the more 

stringent accuracy requirements specified by VTM guidance.  The volume deviations associated with two 

screenlines (#1 and #5), one cut line (#2), and one cordon line (#3) exceed VTM guidance.  While the 

accuracy of regional link assignments may generally meet VTM guidelines, the model may not explain well 

the travel patterns and associated magnitudes captured at these locations.  Although, in aggregate, trip 

generation and distribution perform reasonably on a regional basis, as indicated in the methodology 

report; this accuracy may need examination on a finer geographic level. 

Moreover, an examination and revision of screenline, cutline and cordon line definitions may be in order 

as the definitions presented in Figures 5 through 7 generally are not in accordance with the VTM Policies 

and Procedures Manual (version 2.0).8  Going from the broadest to the most tightly focused it is generally: 

cordon lines, screenlines, and cut lines.  The above referenced figures clearly show this not to be the case 

with respect to the FAMPO version 5 model.  The definitions should somewhat uniquely measure different 

travel flows.  The definitions above overlap in the case of Screenline #1 and Cordon Line #3, as well as 

                                                           
7 Highway Traffic Data for Urbanized Area Project Planning and Design, Transportation Research Board, December 
1982. 
8 p.59. 
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Screenline #7 and Cordon Line #2.  Also Screenline #1 and Cordon Line #3 do not include the I-95 Express 

Lanes. 

DYNAMIC VALIDATION 

MBI conducted dynamic validation and sensitivity testing of the version 5 2045 model and version 3.1 

2045 model.9  Two (2) test case studies were examined: 

• Non-toll I-95 modification.  Removal of 4th lane on I-95 mainline between exits 126 and 130. 

• Arterial capacity modification.  Removal of Gateway Boulevard between SR 3 and Fall Hill 

Avenue. 

A preliminary review of the 2045 model networks revealed some differences in network coding between 

the model networks that could make comparing the respective models’ reactions to the case studies 

challenging.  Table 6 below lists some of the notable differences between the two networks. 

Table 6: Year 2045 Network Differences 

Roadway Extents 
Version 3.1 

Model 
Version 5 

Model 

Shelton Shop Rd Garrisonville Rd. to Mountain View Dr. 2 lanes 4 lanes 

Courthouse Rd 
I-95 Interchange relocation and 
widening 

Included Not included 

Centreport Pkwy. US 1 to Mountainview Rd. 4 lanes 2 lanes 

Mountainview Road Centreport Pkwy to Kellogg Mill Rd. 4 lanes 2 lanes 

William Street Plank Rd. to Blue Gray Pkwy. 6 lanes 4 lanes 

Carl D Silver Pkwy. Plank Rd. to Fall Hill Ave. 6 lanes  4 lanes 

Harrisonville Road US 1 to Salem Church Rd. 2 lanes 4 lanes 

Leavells Road Harrisonville Rd. to Courthouse Rd. 4 lanes 2 lanes 

Courthouse Road US 1 to Smith Station Rd. 6 lanes 4 lanes 

US 1 Courthouse Rd. to Mills Dr. 6 lanes 4 lanes 

Mills Drive Hospital Blvd. to Belvedere Dr. 4 lanes 2 lanes 

Gordon Road Harrisonville Rd. to Smith Station Rd. 4 lanes 2 lanes 

SR 3 – Plank Road Harrisonville Rd. to Corte Ave. 6 lanes 4 lanes 

Jackson Village - 
Alexander’s Crossing Rd. 

US 1 to Mills Dr. Included Not included 

Mudd Tavern Road I-95 to US 1 2 lanes 4 lanes 

Lafayette Blvd. Blue & Gray Pkwy. to city limits 2 lanes 4 lanes 

Gateway Blvd. Plank Rd. to Fall Hill Ave. Not included Included 

 

                                                           
9 No-build model used for the I-95 Phase 2 Alternatives Analysis. 
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The differences listed in the table were reconciled, ensuring that improvements contained in the current 

long-range transportation plan are present in the 2045 networks used respectively by each model. 

In addition to the projects listed in Table 6, there are differences in the representation of the I-95 river 

crossing improvements.  In the version 5 model network, in the southbound direction, there is no direct 

connection between the express lanes and the CD lanes.  Both the GP lanes and the CD lanes are coded 

with free-flow speeds of 72 mph, while in the version 3.1 network, the CD lanes are coded with a free-

flow speed of 55 mph.  The southbound CD lanes in the version 5 model terminate at Plank Rd with a 

single lane slip-ramp allowing CD traffic to merge into the GP lanes prior to exit 130.  In the northbound 

direction, the version 5 model has both the GP lanes and CD lanes coded with free-flow speeds of 72 mph.  

The version 5 model has two CD lanes compared to the three CD lanes coded in the version 3.1 model.  

After some discussion MBI and FAMPO staff decided to edit the version 5 network so that the number of 

I-95 CD lanes is consistent with the version 3.1 network.  Differences in coded free-flow speeds were 

considered inherent differences in the respective models and were left unchanged. 

The respective models were executed using their respective modified 2045 networks.  The traffic 

assignment results serve as a baseline to compare reactions to the case studies. 

Test Case #1: Non-toll I-95 Modification 

In each of the model networks one travel lane was removed from the I-95 mainline, in each direction, 

between exits 126 and 130.  The respective models were executed using the modified networks.  Traffic 

assignment results were compared with the baseline assignments for each model version.  Figure 9a 

below shows the difference in daily assigned volumes - comparing volumes before the travel lane removal 

to after, for the version 3.1 model.   

This figure provides a qualitative reasonableness check.  Bandwidths indicate the magnitude of change in 

volume.  Green flags indicate an increase in volume due to the travel  
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Figure 9a: Version 3.1 Model Daily Traffic Assignment Differences in Response to Test Case #1 

 

lane removal, red flags a decrease.  The posted numbers represent the absolute magnitude of volume 

change.  

As expected travel demand decreases over the section of I-95 between Exits 126 and 130 due to the 

removal of one travel lane in the northbound and southbound directions.  It is notable that this decrease 

is not symmetric, with the southbound demand showing a significantly greater decrease.  The removal of 

travel lanes decreases the capacity of I-95 between Exits 126 and 130, increasing congestion and travel 

time.  As expected some travel demand will shift to alternate routes to reduce overall trip times as 

indicated by the increase in volumes on US 1, Salem Church Road, and Lafayette Boulevard.  This increase 

in volume is greater in the southbound direction, as expected given the larger decreases in volume on I-

95 southbound. 
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Figure 9b below shows the difference in daily assigned volumes - comparing volumes before the travel 

lane removal to after, for the version 5 model.   The response of the version 5 model to the lane removal 

is qualitatively similar to the response of the version 3.1 model.  Travel demand on I-95 decreases between 

Exits 126 and 130 and is more pronounced in the southbound direction, but not as much as for the version 

3.1 model.  The majority of travel demand shifts, or increases, are on the same alternate routes as with 

the version 3.1 model, although this shift is more symmetrical with respect to the northbound and 

southbound directions.  Table 7 below provides a summary of daily roadway volumes, by direction, for 

the version 3.1 and version 5 models before and after the lane removal. 

Figure 9b: Version 5 Daily Model Traffic Assignment Differences in Response to Test Case #1 
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Table 7: Traffic Assignment Differences in Response to Test Case #1 

 

 

Test Case #2: Arterial Capacity Modification 

In each of the model networks Gateway Boulevard was removed between SR 3 and Fall Hill Avenue.  The 

respective models were executed using the modified networks.  Traffic assignment results were compared 

with the baseline assignments for each model version.  Figure 10a below shows the difference in daily 

assigned volumes - comparing volumes before the removal of Gateway Boulevard to after, for the version 

3.1 model.  Removal of Gateway Boulevard induces the re-routing of traffic to alternate roadways 

including US 1, and most notably Bragg Road.  This re-routing seems to be in response to a large volume 

of traffic moving to and from the flagged zone in the upper left-hand quadrant of the figure (with a star) 

via Cowen Boulevard and Gateway Boulevard. 

Figure 10b below shows the difference in daily assigned volumes - comparing volumes before the removal 

of Gateway Boulevard to after, for the version 5 model.  Note that the re-routing of traffic to alternate 

roadways is much less in magnitude.  Also, the loading to and from the flagged zone, which was a prevalent 

feature of in Figure 10a is not present.  This results in a more equal loading of Gateway Boulevard to the 

north and to the south of Cowen Boulevard.  Table 8 below provides a summary of daily roadway volumes, 

by direction, for the version 3.1 and version 5 models before and after the removal of Gateway Boulevard. 

 

  

Base Case All Day Vol, NB/EB All Day Vol, SB/WB All Day Vol, NB/EB All Day Vol, SB/WB

1 - I-95 (Between Exit 130 and Exit 126) 73,083 82,959 71,764 75,343

2 - Lafayette Boulevard (North of Harrison Rd) 20,184 20,091 11,224 10,532

3 - US 1 (North of Harrison Rd) 24,930 21,225 24,976 22,702

4 - Salem Church Rd (North of Harrison Rd) 20,344 17,389 14,651 15,725

Total 138,541 141,664 122,615 124,302

Test Case #1

1 - I-95 (Between Exit 130 and Exit 126) 72,070 77,770 69,875 72,321

2 - Lafayette Boulevard (North of Harrison Rd) 20,273 20,549 11,374 10,725

3 - US 1 (North of Harrison Rd) 25,291 23,602 25,140 23,005

4 - Salem Church Rd (North of Harrison Rd) 20,856 18,306 14,656 16,302

Total 138,490 140,227 121,045 122,353

% Change in Traffic from Base - 1 -1.39% -6.25% -2.63% -4.01%

% Change in Traffic from Base - 2 0.44% 2.28% 1.34% 1.83%

% Change in Traffic from Base - 3 1.45% 11.20% 0.66% 1.33%

% Change in Traffic from Base - 4 2.52% 5.27% 0.03% 3.67%

Total -0.04% -1.01% -1.28% -1.57%

FAMPO Ver 3.1 (2045 Volumes) FAMPO Ver 5 (2045 Volumes)
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Figure 10a: Version 3.1 Model Traffic Assignment Differences in Response to Test Case #2 

 

Figure 10b: Version 5 Model Traffic Assignment Differences in Response to Test Case #2 

 

I-95 

I-95 
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Table 8: Traffic Assignment Differences in Response to Test Case #2 

 

 

In an effort to explain the different reactions of the version 3.1 and version 5 models to the removal of 

Gateway Boulevard, MBI examined the underlying assumptions associated with land use and trip 

generation between the two model versions.  Figures 11a and 11b below compare 2045 population and 

employment forecasts for the two model versions for zones in the immediate vicinity of Gateway 

Boulevard. 

 

Base Case All Day Vol, NB/EB All Day Vol, SB/WB All Day Vol, NB/EB All Day Vol, SB/WB

1 - Gateway Blvd (Between Rt 3 and Cowan Blvd) 16,299 19,437 3,743 3,212

2 - US 1 (Between Rt 3 and Cowan Blvd) 30,046 29,065 26,260 20,245

3 - Westwood Drive/Keeneland Road 12 8 0 0

4 - I-95 CD lanes (North of Route 3) 71,371 71,945 54,332 58,827

5 - I-95 Mainline (North of Route 3) 36,478 39,627 43,479 55,266

6 - Carl D. Silver Pkwy. (North of Trade Street) 5,924 4,883 5,668 3,778

7 -Central Park Blvd. (North of Trade Street) 4,182 3,814 3,823 2,434

8 - Bragg Rd (Between Route 3 and River Road) 17,021 15,651 18,434 14,822

Total 181,333 184,430 155,739 158,584

Test Case #2

1 - Gateway Blvd (Between Rt 3 and Cowan Blvd) 0 0 0 0

2 - US 1 (Between Rt 3 and Cowan Blvd) 31,644 30,921 26,178 20,641

3 - Westwood Drive/Keeneland Road 1,302 1,148 0 0

4 - I-95 CD lanes (North of Route 3) 69,311 70,634 54,739 59,236

5 - I-95 Mainline (North of Route 3) 36,862 39,733 43,595 54,836

6 - Carl D. Silver Pkwy. (North of Trade Street) 7,732 7,483 6,358 4,846

7 -Central Park Blvd. (North of Trade Street) 3,964 3,728 5,120 2,563

8 - Bragg Rd (Between Route 3 and River Road) 25,796 26,014 18,854 14,834

Total 176,611 179,661 154,844 156,956

% Change in Traffic from Base - 1 -100.00% -100.00% -100.00% -100.00%

% Change in Traffic from Base - 2 5.32% 6.39% -0.31% 1.96%

% Change in Traffic from Base - 3 10750.00% 14250.00% - -

% Change in Traffic from Base - 4 -2.89% -1.82% 0.75% 0.70%

% Change in Traffic from Base - 5 1.05% 0.27% 0.27% -0.78%

% Change in Traffic from Base - 6 30.52% 53.25% 12.17% 28.27%

% Change in Traffic from Base - 7 -5.21% -2.25% 33.93% 5.30%

% Change in Traffic from Base - 8 51.55% 66.21% 2.28% 0.08%

Total -2.60% -2.59% -0.57% -1.03%

FAMPO Ver 3.1 (2045 Volumes) FAMPO Ver 5 (2045 Volumes)
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Figure 11a: 2045 Forecast Population for Zones 

 

Figure 11b: 2045 Forecast Employment for Zones 
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The figures indicate that with the exception of three zones, the population and employment forecasts 

associated with each model are the same.  These differences may account for some change in the reaction 

to the removal of Gateway Boulevard by the two model versions but does not seem to explain the most 

prominent differences associated with the flagged zone as noted above.  However, when examining the 

number of trips generated by the two models, as shown in Figure 12 below, there are significant 

differences for many of the zones that had identical land use forecasts of population and employment.  

Particularly notable is the difference in trips generated by the flagged zone which is circled in black.  

Significantly more trips are generated by the version 3.1 model compared with the version 5 model.  This 

is most likely a major contributor to the differences in how the models reacted to the removal of Gateway 

Boulevard. 

Figure 12: 2045 Forecast Trips for Zones 
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There may several reasons contributing to differing trip generation between the two model versions: 

• Trip production rates – the version 5 model also stratifies rates by auto ownership. 

• External-Internal travel – the version 3 model used information from a 1999 origin-destination 

(OD) survey, while the version 5 model used NHTS and Streetlight OD data as a basis. 

• Treatment of non home-based travel – the version 5 model incorporates a post-mode choice 

adjustment that allocates non home-based trips to zones with home-based attractions and 

further scales these values based in network accessibility. 

Recommendations 
The current upgrade to the version 5 model addresses many needs; including assessment of the reaction 

of travelers of different income levels to specific scenarios, enabling the evaluation of social and economic 

justice, and in part; economic impacts.  Based on a review of national best practices and model 

enhancements in other regions, MBI has developed a list of potential enhancements that will address the 

needs of future studies, as well as broaden the model’s analysis capabilities.  Table 9 below lists candidate 

actions for improving the current FAMPO model and addressing future planning challenges. 

Table 9: Candidate Recommended Actions 

Model 
Component 

Description of Action 

General 

• Accommodate sensitivity to the presence of connected/autonomous vehicles. 

• Accommodate sensitivity to new modes enabled by technology (ride hailing…). 

• Account for induced demand due to added roadway capacity. 

• Comprehensive documentation. 

Trip Generation 

• Assess need for special generator representation using available surveys and 
cell phone/GPS data (“big data”). 

• Reconcile differences in land use inputs between current and previous 
version of the model. 

Truck Trip 
Generation/ 
Distribution 

• Assess need for special generator representation using available surveys and 
cell phone/GPS data (“big data”). 
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Model 
Component 

Description of Action 

Auto/Truck Trip 
Assignment 

• Develop/implement standardized assignment validation/performance 
summary reporting. 

• Revise screenline, cutline, and cordon line definitions to be in accordance with 
the VTM Policies and Procedures Manual (version 2.0).  Eliminate coincident 
links and capture salient traffic flows. 

 

 

 

 

 


